HEPT derivatives as non-nucleoside inhibitors of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase: QSAR studies agree with the crystal structures.
The interest in the non-nucleoside inhibitors (NNIs) to the reverse transcriptase (RT) as anti-AIDS agents has grown in the last ten years. The compound 1-[(2-hydroxyethoxy)methyl]-6-(phenylthio)thymine (HEPT) is the precursor of the most studied class of NNIs, from which hundreds of derivatives have been synthesized and tested. There are at least twelve QSAR studies about the HEPT derivatives as RT inhibitors. Most of the predictions derived by these studies are related to the nature of the active site near the substituents at positions N-1 and C-5, and at the C-6 phenyl ring. The validity of these models has been checked against the 3-D structure of HIV 1 RT-HEPT complexes available. Most of these predictions were confirmed at the molecular level.